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We've gone beyond expectations to deliver a complete gamechanger. This is the Wrangler
Rubicon , powered by the 6. Coming Spring Prepare for the quickest, most powerful Wrangler
ever. The Wrangler combines 80 years of revolutionary off-road expertise and innovation with a
history of 4x4 capability. See your dealer to learn more. Skip to main content. Shopping Tools.
Menu Main Menu. Main Menu. Skip to main navigation. Previous view. No security deposit
required. Next view. Learn More. Preproduction model shown. Always drive within your ability
and experience level and consistent with conditions. Do not attempt water fording unless depth
is known to be less than 30 inches. Traversing water can cause damage that may not be
covered by the new vehicle warranty. Always off road responsibly in approved areas. Find Your
Country. Contact Us. Site Map. Search Search. All Rights Reserved. Starting at price refers to
the base model, optional equipment not included. A more expensive model may be shown.
Pricing and offers may change at any time without notification. To get full pricing details, see
your dealer. Should you encounter an issue accessing any content on Access to Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. They got back to me, but never sent
any pictures? I was told 2 or 3 times that they were going to send them, but never did. I think
that is poor business! I got tired of waiting, so I bought a Truck at a different dealership. The
experience was wonderful the sales team really nice always give me straight answers. Never got
back with pictures. They told me they were gonna wash and detail the truck and would send me
pictures but never sent any. When I emailed them back two days later the truck was sold. They
responded with a walk around video and additional details. They are a non-negotiable
dealership, so I moved on to a different vehicle. So far so good. The deal is abit complicated in
that I want to take possession of dthe vehicle and make thetrade in Omaha instead of Wichita,
but I'm sure that we can come up with a better solution. They were very prompt in their
responses. Was willing to dig deep to find all facts on the vehicle I was inquiring about. They
still tried to push it on me. Very terrible listening skills when a customer says no. Quick
responses when called about car. Staff was very friendly. Car was beautifully detailed. Paul was
very helpful from the time I called until days later when buying the car. Process was made easy
and very friendly environment. Would recommend to anyone. Paul and CJ made the purchase of
my Ram a snap. Love the truck and it was the first time I had fun buying a used car not to
mention a great deal!! Great group of guys, with a terrific selection of Jeeps. The sales
confirmed sals price and I agree to buy the car and do the paperwork online. Wasted my time.
Huge thanks to Texas Vehicle Exchange for making it so easy to purchase and pick up my
dream car! Mike and Joseph were outstanding! Very knowledgeable individuals, extremely fast
communication, had everything ready by the time I showed up. Highly recommend this
business, and I would definitely buy from them again! I was hoping to sell my "trade-in" but did
not have success. I met with Mike B. Once my decision was made it was very painless and the
trade was a go. I would shop there again if I were looking for another vehicle. Excellent
experience. One the fastest, easiest transactions I've ever experienced. Everyone on location
was very polite and helpful. Highly recommend TVE and their staff if you're looking for a fast
efficient experience. Everything about our experience with Texas Vehicle Exchange was top
notch! Mike was great to deal with and we felt that our negotiations with TVE were professional
and fair. We would absolutely recommend that you consider purchasing a vehicle from this
dealer! Mike over at Texas Vehicle Exchange is Great! Contacted me right back with the
answers that I needed. A great experience Polite and friendly. I would definitely recommend
them. Well, for a Dodge Ram Big Horn, it had Great customer service, they were able to get me
the best offer and the one that I wanted. My salesman Ari was very helpful and Paul is very
knowledgeable. Thanks guys! We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles
available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history
for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars
and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and
securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and
filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and
deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized Jeep Dealer.
Image Not Available. Request Information. It is an American 4x4 icon, with military roots and
millions of miles of trails traversed. As awesome as Jeeps are, they req. Read more. No new car
feels so comfortably worn as the Jeep Wrangler, and arguably none has a more fanatical and
fiercely loyal group of followers than this year-old American brand. The Wrangler is a sun-lovi.
The Jeep Wrangler is an American icon, embodying the best combination of attributes you can
buy in a vehicle today. Jeep Wrangler Unlimited Reviews Review. The jeep is a good deal price
wise. The wrangler unlimited needs to have side air bags. The new ford bronco will be a good

competitor to all the jeeps. This is my dream vehicle.. I wasnt planning on purchasing a vehicle
at this time but when i just happen to check on the website and i saw it for a price that was in
my budget i had to get it.. I absolutely love the trim, the cabin and overall interior. Its
comfortable, roomy and has plenty of cargo space. Its no speed demon, but its not supposed to
be Its a JEEP! Why Use CarGurus? Jeep dealers in Atlanta GA. Jeep dealers in Chicago IL. Jeep
dealers in Dallas TX. Jeep dealers in Houston TX. Jeep dealers in Los Angeles CA. Jeep dealers
in Miami FL. Jeep dealers in New York NY. Jeep dealers in Philadelphia PA. Jeep dealers in
Washington DC. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe.
Contacted on Tuesday which they replied to quickly, test drive Thursday and was ready to drive
away in 15 mins on Monday. Got all paperwork done over the weekend so it was a quick
process. They were all great at the dealership help me out with everything that I needed with the
purchase off the car great people and good buying experience hope to return there soon. The
vehicle in the picture was not what was for sale at the price listed. Classic bait and switch. This
was the best experience I have ever had with a dealership. I was dealing with another salesman
from a different dealer and Michele called me and the process was effortless. She answered
every question we had and when I was finally able to come look at the vehicle everything was
perfect and it took no time at all. Thanks so much. What can I say I should of trusted other
reviews : When I called it went to voicemail.. I called back asked what time you open I could not
understand him. Jeff was extremely upfront with all the info in regards to this VW Golf TDI, and
we closed the deal with minimum fuss. Can definitely confirm a 5-star rating. Saw the car.
Vehicle had a few issues that i wasn't willing to sign off on. Jeff said at the end of the day he
wanted me to be comfortable and understood that the problems were a deal breaker. Returned
the down payment i gave him to take the car off the market until i came to get it. Bad car, but
thats not the dealerships fault, and he was a great guy to deal with. Ari was a great help, not
pushy, did a FaceTime walk around the car that was great cause I live far from that dealership.
They have hidden fees and charges, not included in the price showing on car gurus so they can
show as a good deal. So add all these unwanted 8tems charges to their vehicles and they will be
the worst. My purchase with Auto Republic was great. Chris was the man for the job. He did a
great job getting me into the car of my choice at an affordable monthly. I enjoyed my experience
with the company. Well I didn't buy this particular vehicle I felt like I was listened to and my
needs were catered to Thank you. Yes the car is beautiful but the price is too high but I might
consider because this vehicle in particular is well made a car that is made in Japan. Everyone
was friendly and helpful. I felt no pressure from them to buy and they seemed genuinely
interested in helping me find the right car for me, even if they didn't currently have it. The
dealership contacted me right away and was very helpful throughout the whole buying process.
Down to earth and no frills, their whole team is friendly and professional. Circumstances
changed on my end but Erika was very timely in reaching out to me regarding my inquiry. Every
dealership has fallen extremely short on customer service. Elite is only the second dealership to
fullfil my requests out of Sales man only kept saying "this is too much truck" for you, only to try
to sell me a vehicle that wasn't not on the lot yet that I had no interest in. Incredible customer
service, the car was perfect!! We were only there one hour, from test drive to completing the
sale! Very pleased, will definitely buy here again. I had 3 people to email me. Not one of them
would email the price of the truck. The only thing they were interested in, was my phone
number! They want to talk! If, the price of the truck was more than I am willing to spend. We
don't have anything to talk about!! Sounds like an Old Timey place! Where they don't advertise
the price of the car. Just come on down and then, bug the crap out of you. Quickly found a
solution to get me into a car but the price was thousands over the listed price, even after putting
over half down in cash. I feel like they took advantage of the fact I had kids to keep up with and
was a female urgently needing in a newer vehicle for my family. No one discusses any prices
before contracts and I was completely blindsided. Ed was very helpful, in fact we'd have to say
that he went above and beyond. He spent a great deal of time making sure we were comfortable
with all amenities and were very familiar with the way the vehicle drove. He did a great job an we
would definitely recommend him to anyone interested in buying a used vehicle. Over the years,
engine choices have ranged from inline and V-type 6-cylinder, numerous V8 engines, and both
diesel and SRT-tuned powertrains. Pros: It offers plenty of power, plenty of capability, plenty of
comfort, and plenty of style in spite of its age. Cons: It has decade-old engineering,
unimpressive crash-test rating, some materials too cheap for more expensive trims. It shares a
platform with the 7-passenger Dodge Durango. While the Durango is intended primarily for
street use, the Grand Cherokee retains its go-anywhere, do-anything capability. A horsepower
V6 engine is standard. Options include a hp V8 and a hp diesel V6. Fuel economy for these
engines varies. In combined driving, fuel economy ranges from 13 mpg for the Trackhawk to 25
mpg for the diesel versions. The popular V6 and V8 get anywhere from 15 mpg to 21 mpg in

combined driving. A wide range of trim levels is available for the fourth-generation Grand
Cherokee; the model year alone includes 12 different ones. We recommend the popular Limited,
Limited X, or Trailhawk not to be confused with Trackhawk variants. The Grand Cherokee offers
timeless design and true SUV off-roading capability but lags behind modern competitors when
it comes to overall safety scores. It also exhibits iffy reliability, with plenty of recalls for various
problems throughout its years. CarGurus has reviewed the fourth-generation Grand Cherokee
five times. Some reviewers liked it, rating it 8. One was less charitable, giving the Grand
Cherokee ratings of 7. To that end, an independent front suspension replaced the previous
live-axle setup. Jeep also introduced new 4WD systems. Though the Grand Cherokee has never
offered more than two rows of seats, the third-generation model shared a platform and
powertrains with the short-lived Jeep Commander, which existed from to With boxier styling,
the Jeep Commander had enough room for a third-row seat and two extra passengers. In , the
Grand Cherokee came with Laredo and Limited trims. The more upscale Overland joined in , and
the powerful SRT8 arrived in The 4. Jeep canceled the 4. Combined fuel-economy ratings
ranged from 12 mpg combined for the SRT8 to 20 mpg for the diesel. Donated by
then-corporate-partner Daimler, the Mercedes diesel made the Grand Cherokee more
fuel-efficient than ever. Overall, fewer problems plagued this generation Grand Cherokee than
the previous one. However, the Grand Cherokee had at least three recalls every year, most often
pertaining to its 4WD system and electrical issues. Complaints about the lousy fuel economy, a
cramped back seat, and cheap interior materials were common. Three special edition versions
came along in as Jeep readied the completely redesigned Grand Cherokee for its debut.
Powertrain choices included a hp, 4. Combined fuel-economy numbers ranged from 14 to 17
mpg for both engines and all drivetrains. In , Jeep replaced the 4-speed automatic transmission
with a 5-speed unit, resulting in a slight improvement in fuel economy. The second-generation
Jeep Grand Cherokee was subject to a host of recalls. Owners of the model alone received 16
recall notices. Airbags were a consistent source of problems, as were engine cooling, steering
gear, fuel systems earlier years , and electrical systems later years. The Grand Cherokee had
the fewest recalls. The best things about the Grand Cherokee were its good looks, comfortable
front seats, plush interior, and down-to-business off-roading talent. However, its thirsty
engines, tiresome on-pavement driving dynamics, unimpressive reliability, and poor crash-test
ratings make it hard to recommend. That makes its primary competitor the Toyota 4Runner for
its similarly rugged construction and four-wheeling talents. Over the decades, however, the
Nissan Pathfinder before its softening and Xterra were similar to the Jeep, as was the Hummer
H3 and Volkswagen Touareg. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles
available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history
for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars
and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and
securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and
filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and
deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized Jeep Dealer.
Private Seller: Bill. Coldwater, MI Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. Image Not Available. Read
more. That is expected to change, and soon. But in the meantime, the Americans love SUVs for
many reasons. Not all SUVs, however, are created equal. When the Grand Cherokee was
redesigned back in , I spoke to some members of Jeep management. Jeep Grand Cherokee
Reviews Review. Beautiful car! Great handling, quiet, met my towing needs. I ended up buying a
brand new model to get the features and colors that I wanted. Why Use CarGurus? Jeep dealers
in Atlanta GA. Jeep dealers in Chicago IL. Jeep dealers in Dallas TX. Jeep dealers in Houston
TX. Jeep dealers in Los Angeles CA. Jeep dealers in Miami FL. Jeep dealers in New York NY.
Jeep dealers in Philadelphia PA. Jeep dealers in Washington DC. Make Model Year. Price and
Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Customer must qualify.
See Dealer for Details. Customer may need to finance with Chrysler Capital Finance to qualify
for rebate. Price is after all applicable rebates. That's why we never charge last-minute, bogus
fees. We believe in treating you better--we think you should be able to get the right car at the
right price without worrying about fees taking the joy from the ride. Plus, get your car delivered
as soon as the next day with our Touchless Delivery process designed to keep you safe. Vroom
is a national online retailer that allows you to shop thousands of high-quality vehicles online,
delivered straight to you contact-free. With Vroom, browse and shop through an extensive
inventory of low-mileage, competitively priced cars, and trucks available for purchase, with easy
online financing and new inventory added every day. No haggling. No pressure. Buy your next
vehicle from Vroom, have it delivered straight to you, and never visit a dealership again. Have a

car to trade-in? Vroom offers hassle-free, no obligation quotes and they will even pick it up.
Learn more at Vroom. Vroom only sells cars and trucks with clean titles, that are free of fire,
flood and frame damage and have accident-free CARFAX vehicle history reports at the time of
purchase and sale. Every Vroom vehicle must also pass safety, mechanical and cosmetic
inspections before it is sold. If a vehicle does not meet Vroom's retail standards, they do not list
the vehicle for sale on the site. Contact the dealer for delivery details, restrictions and costs.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Jeep Diesels for Sale Near Me. Save Search.
Within miles. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and
Payment Loan Price. Type SUV 9 Truck 3. Mileage 0 90K. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission
Automatic Cylinders 6 cylinders Interior Color Black Light Brown. Fuel Economy. Vehicle
Listing Details Recently added listings. Are You Getting a Good Deal? New Listing Photo is not
available. Show The Edmunds Deal. Photo is not available. In-stock online. No accidents. Know
The Deal. Price Drop. New Listing. Showing 1 - 12 out of 12 listings. Home Jeep Jeep Diesel.
Sign Up. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. You must have JavaScript enabled in
your browser to utilize the functionality of this website. Born from a love of the outdoors and
fueled by a passion for German Performance, Coty Built is an offshoot of world renowned VW
Tuner, HPA Motorsports that is focused on filling the gap between practicality and desire for the
Jeep enthusiast. The TDI conversion expands the profile of these rugged vehicles into practical
daily commuters. Menu Search Account Compare. Cart You have no items in your shopping
cart. Search: Search. Account Wishlist Log In. You have no items to compare. Call 1 Welcome to
Coty Built! Coty Built. In The Media Take a moment and browse our media galleries to see what
people have been saying about us! If you are a member of the press who is looking for a story
idea, please contact us! Email: info cotybuilt. Magazines Coty Built has been featured in
numerous print media all over the world. View Magazine Features. Read Blog. Watch Videos.
About Us Warranty Policies. Read Our Bio All Rights Reserved. JavaScript seems to be disabled
in your browser. You must have JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the functionality
of this website. Our packages are compatible with all 1. This facilitates ease of service in the
field and access to parts when out on Jeep adventures. Our owners report mpg across a wide
variety of tire sizes and gearing options. It is the immediate TQ delivery however that our
owners claim out shines the doubling in fuel mileage. Our goal is to break down the TDI
conversion to the simplest level so only a VW long block assembly is being installed. The
Trussmember is a proprietary engineered engine cradle that houses the engine accessories,
belt drive and suspends the TDi engine assembly. With the engine accessories mounted in
similar to oe locations, connecting hydraulic lines and electrical routing is intuitive and
clearance between your 4-link suspension of your engine accessories is not a concern. Other
years may require modification to Truss for clearance and are not recommended. Currently, The
Cotybuilt conversions systems support only manual gearboxes. Due to the low target speeds
for most Jeeps, oe Volkswagen air to air inter cooling was not the optimal choice. Cotybuilt has
packaged a liquid cooled after cooler and preformed all the boost plumbing in black silicon
pipes to facilitate a neat and tidy under hood installation. The shorten boost track combined
with the stable intake temp range allow the engine management software to be optimized for
immediate throttle response on and off the trails. Instrumentation Coty built developed a dual
CAN interface module. Engine harness Our team has developed a near plug and play
standalone electrical engine harness that ties into the Jeep chassis and drives all necessary
electrical segments of the Volkswagen TDi long block. The VW immobilizer has been defeated
and the latest base software and glow plug calibrations have been flashed on. Over the past five
years, the number of variations documented between platform production runs and model years
has been staggering. The Cotybuilt team has developed an installers group. This addresses the
following Gas pedal installation bracket â€” radiator spacer and after cooler mount. Relay
bracket, fuel filter bracket â€” fuel pump housing and a list of others that are platform specific.
CAD designed, CNC machined and tig welded, this comprehensive system takes the
engineering fears out of the mix and results in an OEM look and feel under your hood. Born
from a love of the outdoors and fueled by a passion for German Performance, Coty Built is an
offshoot of world renowned VW Tuner, HPA Motorsports that is focused on filling the gap
between practicality and desire for the Jeep enthusiast. The TDI conversion expands the profile
of these rugged vehicles into practical daily commuters. Menu Search Account Compare. Cart
You have no items in your shopping cart. Search: Search. Account Wishlist Log In. You have no
items to compare. Call 1 Welcome to Coty Built! Coty Built. In The Media Take a moment and
browse our media galleries to see what people have been saying about us! If you are a member
of the press who is looking for a story idea, please contact us! Email: info cotybuilt. Magazines
Coty Built has been featured in numerous print media all over the world. View Magazine
Features. Read Blog. Watch Videos. Home Off Road 1. Conversion Kits for 1. This facilitates

ease of service in the field and access to parts when out on Jeep adventures - Retain full
functionality of oem Jeep instrument cluster - Deliver a low vibration, fuel efficient and
lightweight diesel experience Our owners report mpg across a wide variety of tire sizes and
gearing options. Step 2 - Transmission Fitment Currently, The Cotybuilt conversions systems
support only manual gearboxes. Step 5 - Installation Bits Over the past five years, the number of
variations documented between platform production runs and model years has been
staggering. Please email us at: info cotybuilt. Categories: 1. How PayPal Works. About Us
Warranty Policies. Read Our Bio All Rights Reserved. The Jeep Gladiator shines with its
torque-tastic EcoDiesel engine. The Jeep Gladiator pickup gets a new diesel engine option for
It's the same 3. To find out, we head for the sand dunes of Glamis, California. Theoretically, at
least, the increased low-end torque and revised gearing in the eight-speed automatic
transmission should be a boon for off-roading, letting us keep momentum without needing to
change gears. The other benefit of this engine is fuel economy, and the Gladiator Rubicon
EcoDiesel is rated to return 22 miles per gallon combined. Sport and Overland models can
achieve 24 mpg. After miles of driving and a hard day in the dunes, we're seeing Pretty good.
The Gladiator has an Off-Road Plus setting that sharpens the throttle response in
four-wheel-drive high gear for quicker bursts of power if needed. The Gladiator has no trouble
attacking dune faces, scrambling up and over hills without issue. With the Gladiator Rubicon's
approach angle of The Jeep also has Depending on the shape of the dune, this means carrying
just enough speed to slide the Jeep over the crest, but not so much that the Gladiator launches
into the air. The Gladiator has no problem handling just about any off-roading scenario,
including the rocks and ruts at California's Hungry Valley playground near Gorman. Again, the
low-end diesel torque makes it easy to steadily modulate the power while climbing a steep rock
face, and technologies like Selec Speed, which is essentially off-road cruise control, mean we
can keep a steady pace without constantly having to work the throttle. Of course, the EcoDiesel
engine isn't just great for off-roading. The smooth torque delivery means the Gladiator is great
to drive on pavement, easily handling the steep grades of the Grapevine on California's I-5
freeway without the constant need to downshift. We've driven the Gladiator with the gas-fed 3.
Combined with the Gladiator's long wheelbase and revised rear suspension, this is arguably the
best setup for those who might need to do long treks on the highway, though it's still not what
we'd call luxurious. It's more comfortable than a Wrangler, but still very much a Jeep. Diesel
engines are great for towing, but due to some engine cooling issues, Jeep actually recommends
pulling a maximum of 6, pounds with the Gladiator Rubicon EcoDiesel. That's a full 1, pounds
less than a truck equipped with the 3. Payload drops a bit, too, from 1, pounds in the gas truck
to 1, in the EcoDiesel. The interior materials are good, but not great, and there are a surprisingly
large number of comfort and convenience amenities, especially for a truck so off-road focused.
The leather seats offer heating and cooling, and niceties like full LED lighting, blind-spot
monitoring and rear cross-traffic alert are available, albeit as options. The optional 8. The one
big demerit against the Gladiator EcoDiesel is its price. Sweet as the diesel engine is, we aren't
sure it's worth the upgrade, considering the fuel economy benefits are pretty small. It makes the
Gladiator nicer for on-road driving, sure, but every one of these trucks, regardless of engine, is
a total champ off-road. We dig the EcoDiesel engine, but just as it is in the Wrangler, with its big
price premium, it's not exactly a must-have option in this otherwise great truck. Be respectful,
keep it civil and stay on topic. We delete comments that violate our policy , which we encourage
you to read. Discussion threads can be closed at any time at our discretion. Roadshow editors
pick the products and services we write about. When you buy through our links, we may get a
commission. Emme Hall , Steven Ewing. Enlarge Image. View Local Inventory. Like Tons of
low-end torque Smooth highway manners Fuel economy benefits Unmatched off-road chops.
Don't Like Diesel engine is expensive Payload and towing ratings suffer. Score Breakdown
Performance. Specs See full specs. It uses the stock 4L flywheel and includes a high torque
mini starter. The adapters can be used with automatic or standard transmissions 2WD or 4WD.
It uses the Stock 3. The adapters are not transmission specific, they make the back of the TDI
"look" like the back of the engine that the TDI is replacing. The adapters can be used with
automatic or standard transmissions. Our Jeep XJ motor mount utilize the stock Jeep mount
location. These mounts are designed to work with the ALH and newer 1. The frame mount holes
are slotted 2" to allow you to position the engine farther forward for firewall clearance on the
Vacuum pump. This kit utilizes a hydraulic engine mount that greatly reduces engine vibration
to the chassis. Our Jeep flywheels are manufacture from high quality billet steel. Weighs in at
45lbs. Weighs in at 40lbs. This billet aluminum housing has provisions for main oil out and
return ORB-6 threads as well as turbo line in the stock location along with oil pressure sender
and a second oil pre
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ssure hole for accessory use. This 1. It has the correct spacing to align with holes in the ALH
and newer 1. These are the same parts that we use to build our custom mounts. From the frame
side to the outer edge is 4" and they are about 3. Canada USA. These mounts ship unwelded as
the mounting angle of the engine differs from model to model. Jeep Flywheels Our Jeep
flywheels are manufacture from high quality billet steel. Accessories to help with your TDI swap.
TDC Oil Filter Relocation Plate This billet aluminum housing has provisions for main oil out and
return ORB-6 threads as well as turbo line in the stock location along with oil pressure sender
and a second oil pressure hole for accessory use. Very compact when fighting firewall
clearance in a TDI conversion. Just weld them up at the angle you need. It puts the top of
alternator slightly below the top of the intake manifold. Some modification of the stock
accessory bracket is required. Any Questions? Contact Us today! Contact Us.

